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F i n a n c i a l  E d u c a t i o n

The facts about retirement are troubling: Less than half 
of the U.S. workforce is confident about having 
enough money for a comfortable retirement. And the 

statistics give proof to this lack of confidence. According to a 
2014 Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) study:1

•	 Only 43% of workers are confident about having 
enough money for a comfortable retirement, but fewer 
than 44% of all workers have calculated how much 
they need.

•	 Fewer than 17% of employees in the lowest income 
quartile are on track to having sufficient resources to 
last throughout retirement.

•	 Meeting day-to-day needs is a primary reason workers 
cite for not contributing to their employer’s 401(k) 
plan.

But equally troubling, if not more so, are facts like these:
•	 Most workers lack a basic emergency savings fund: 

Only half of workers have $2,000 to pay for the unex-
pected.

•	 Less than 20% of workers have obtained investment 
advice from a professional financial advisor, and only 
about a quarter of those followed all of that advice.

•	 According to the American Payroll Association survey 
of over 45,000 American workers, 71% said they’d find 
it difficult to meet their financial obligations if their 
paycheck were delayed for just one week. 

In a Society for Human Resource Management survey, 
83% of human resource (HR) professionals said that per-
sonal financial problems have some or a large impact on the 
work performance of employees.2 That takes its toll on health 
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and productivity: increased lateness and absenteeism, fre-
quent personal phone calls, avoidable mistakes, loss of sleep, 
an increase in illness and even the risk of fraud or theft.

Financial Planning: A Problem for Many Employees
Study after study shows that workers are far from com-

fortable with financial planning, and few have the financial 
literacy to make effective choices about investments, budget-
ing and calculating just what they’ll need in the future. This 
is especially true when it comes to planning and saving for 
retirement. Faced with meeting day-to-day needs and trying 
to manage debt, the tendency is either not to put anything 
away in a retirement plan or (if they have one) to withdraw 
funds from it. Some who might be close to retiring don’t feel 
they can afford to, choosing (where they can) to continue on 
the job. 

That makes managing a workforce more challenging as 
younger employees see chokepoints looming on their career 
path. These employees also create workforce management 
issues today as their financial worries impact productivity, 
lead to increased absenteeism and result in higher health 
care claims and more stress.

What gets in the way for employees trying to manage their 
finances and especially in trying to save for retirement? It’s 
well-known that the problems involve inertia, debt overload, 
living in the moment, difficulty in setting financial goals, not 
knowing how much to save, complex investment decisions 
and the inability to track progress.

Insights from the study of behavioral economics suggest 
some intrinsic reasons why people have trouble making fi-
nancial decisions, especially over the longer term:3

•	 Choice	overload. When faced with too many op-
tions or choices, people tend to freeze or shut down 
and not make a decision. Presenting too many in-
vestment fund choices can cause confusion, resulting 
in indecision and inaction. Even the first step—sign-
ing up and determining a contribution amount—can 
be daunting. Employees may end up abandoning the 
savings plan enrollment process altogether or opting 
out. 

•	 Endorsement	effect. This effect is the result of the in-
fluence a person or an organization (such as an em-

ployer) can exert because of its status or prominence. 
People will pay attention to and follow the employer's 
message, even if it's not in their best interests to do so. 
For instance, if an employer autoenrolls employees in 
the company retirement savings plan at 3% and auto-
matically invests their money in a stable value fund, 
most employees will readily comply and not opt out. 
They believe the employer has their best interests at 
heart and has put them in a position where they should 
be able to reach their retirement goals. There is no 
guarantee, however, that the messages and guidance 
will result in good decisions. In fact, in this scenario, 
employees who stick with the employer’s (presumed) 
endorsement are unlikely to achieve their retirement 
goals.

•	 Hyperbolic	discounting. People tend to heavily dis-
count the importance of future events in favor of im-
mediate action (or inaction). This behavior results in 
people putting off things, even when those things are 
clearly beneficial. Hyperbolic discounting helps ex-
plain a prevalent and regretful behavior: procrastina-
tion. Unfortunately, when it comes to saving for retire-
ment, it’s not possible to turn back the clock; the closer 
one is to retirement, the harder it is to make up for lost 
time.

•	 Loss	aversion. Loss aversion is the tendency for people 
to be more motivated by avoiding a loss than achieving 
a gain. This manifests itself in two ways when it comes 
to savings: Employees decide not to join the retirement 
savings plan because they don’t want to risk losing 
their money or, if they do contribute, invest all or too 
much money in less risky investments because the fear 
of (near-term) investment losses far outweighs any 
long-term concern of having inadequate savings at re-
tirement.

•	 Status	quo	bias. The principle of inertia, that a body at 
rest tends to stay at rest, holds true when it comes to 
savings. Unless employees are nudged, they will tend 
to stay where they are and do nothing. 

Addressing these issues with the goal of creating a stron-
ger culture of financial wellness leads to enhanced employee 
health and value to the organization.

financial education
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Typical Workplace Financial 
Education Programs— 
And Why They Don’t Work

Recognizing that financial distress 
leads to real productivity issues, some 
employers have made efforts to provide 
outreach and educational programs 
that resonate with and are meaningful 
to their workforce. 

A study done by the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Kansas City noted that 
these programs often follow a wellness 
model:

Wellness models try to move peo-
ple along the Awareness–Educa-
tion–Behavior continuum. With-
in this program, the information 
sessions at the company represent 
the awareness component of the 
program and offer employees a 
chance to enroll. The in-depth 
classroom component with an at-
tendance requirement represents 
the education component. This 
component is important because 

it provides not only knowledge, 
but also motivation, and prepares 
the participants for the one-on-
one sessions. Finally the individ-
ual sessions with the advisors (as 
well as phone calls and e-mails) 
represent the behavioral compo-
nent.4

Programs that develop awareness 
usually offer things like basic financial 
education, including budgeting, debt 
management and saving, access to ar-
ticles and updates to employee benefits 
and company savings plans. The edu-
cation component includes workshops 
and seminars, budgeting tools and fi-
nancial modelers and preretirement 
education. Changing financial behavior 
comes through financial counseling, 
often through the company employee 
assistance program. 

The Kansas City study showed that 
those who participated in the program 
did indeed show improved financial 
behavior after three years. “However,” 

the authors note, “other studies find 
little impact of financial education pro-
grams, due at least in part to design is-
sues.”

A related study found some prob-
lems with the design of financial educa-
tion programs offered in the workplace 
that reduced their effectiveness:

•	 Employer-provided programs 
provide general retirement plan-
ning knowledge but don’t neces-
sarily equip employees to make 
better financial decisions.

•	 Often these programs are what 
the authors term remedial, at-
tempting to boost the otherwise 
too-low participation in the com-
pany’s 401(k) program.5

Finally, the U.S. Department of 
Labor Working Group on Financial 
Literacy concluded that the effective-
ness of, and participation in, financial 
education programs depend on three 
variables—timing, content and media.6 
The elements that lead to successful 
outcomes, according to the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD), include:

•	 Accessible, appealing and engag-
ing content and delivery

•	 Simple and engaging messages 
and tools

•	 Clear goals and a plan to change 
behavior.7

Employees are now too busy or 
distracted to take advantage of the 
material that’s provided. The informa-
tion available through a typical 401(k) 
provider, for example, is outstanding 
(along with great modeling tools, vid-
eos, etc.). The problem is that while 
employers can put great material and 
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tools in people’s hands, they too often can’t act on it or it’s 
not available at the right time—or they don’t have the right 
incentives to overcome the many issues stopping them from 
participating in the retirement program.

In an interview for the website RetirementRevised.com, 
Alicia Munnell, the Peter F. Drucker Professor of Management 
Sciences at Boston College's Carroll School of Management 
and director of the Center for Retirement Research (CRR) at 
the college, said, “You have to get people at just the right time 
when they want to pay attention. Just sending education out 
there doesn't produce any change at all. I think a much better 
approach is to make our retirement savings systems easy and 
automatic.”8

Financially “Fit”?
So the question becomes, how does an employer break 

through the many barriers that employees face in becoming 
financially fit? Recent history provides us a good guide.

In the beginning, employer-sponsored (physical) wellness 
programs began as purely voluntary programs that relied on 
intrinsic motivation to participate. After all, who wouldn’t 
want to take advantage of such (usually) no-cost programs to 
get healthier? It turns out, plenty of people, which is why an 
increasing number of employers have introduced incentives 
to drive engagement in their wellness programs.

Concurrently, employers realized that a one-size-fits-all 
approach to wellness doesn’t work either. So, in addition to 
incentives, they are investing in solutions that can deliver 
both targeted and personalized messages and programs 
more relevant to the participant—supported with tools and 
resources that are easy to use and access.

If employers are to address successfully the problems cre-
ated by a financially unhealthy population, it may be time for 
financial wellness programs to follow a similar path.

How to Design an Incentive Program  
for Financial Wellness

A financial wellness program that shows positive out-
comes in improved employee behaviors, outlook and over-
all stress levels (and resulting reductions in stress-related 
health and disability claims costs) will also benefit employers 
through improved workplace productivity and reduced costs 

(the cost of garnishing wages, for instance). We believe that 
a program that is as engaging, personal and rewarding as a 
physical wellness initiative has the best chance of success. El-
ements of such a program include:

•	 A financial health assessment to provide individual 
baseline data for employees (to identify areas where 
they should focus their attention) and aggregated data 
for the employer (to help it tailor its programs)

•	 “Edutainment” and gamification tactics that tap into 
the employee’s particular needs and level of engage-
ment

•	 Targeted, personalized messaging that supports the in-
dividual at all stages of life, from prehire to near-retire-
ment and postretirement; points him or her to the 

Well-Being: Bigger Than Just  
Health Management
Neverending health care cost increases. High levels of 
stress in the workplace. Declining employee engagement. 
The “ills” affecting the workplace are many. While there is 
no single cureall, there is an approach that an increasing 
number of employers are adopting: addressing the needs of 
the whole individual.

The five pillars of well-being, as defined in the Gallup
Healthways Global WellBeing Index™, are:9

1.   Purpose (which from an employer perspective can be con
sidered a synonym for career)

2.   Physical

3.   Financial

4.   Social

5.   Community.

Clearly, employers play an active role in individuals’ careers 
and their physical and financial health. The workplace can 
even make a positive contribution to the pillars of social 
and community. Implementing a wellness program that 
aligns business needs with the needs of employees is criti
cal to business success—Businesses can thrive only when 
both the individual and the organization realize positive 
outcomes. 
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most relevant content and tools; and makes tailored 
recommendations 

•	 Taking automatic features to the next level with respect to 
determining savings rates and investments, thereby ad-
dressing the intrinsic reasons people struggle that were 
addressed above (choice overload, endorsement effect, 
hyperbolic discounting, loss aversion and status quo bias)

•	 Sophisticated but easy-to-use modeling tools that en-
able people to factor in all aspects of their wealth ac-
cumulation and can be used to manage their savings. 

Combined with precise, defined incentive activities (see 
the figure) that reward the employee financially (through 
“incentive dollars” that are discretionary, nonelective 401(k) 
contributions), such programs lead to increased financial 
literacy, greater employee savings (and reduced stress over 
money and finances), increased confidence and the ability 
to retire when appropriate. It’s all part and parcel of a whole-
person approach to wellness that focuses on the employee’s 
career, health and wealth goals and gives him or her a chance 
to succeed.   
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